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However,   Blanford   (1891)   states:   '   .   .   .   there   is   no   evidence   as   to   the
locality   whence   came   the   few   vertebrae   to   which   Anderson   {An.   Zool.
Res.   :   564)   gave   the   name   of   B.   blythii,   it   is   uncertain   whether   these
bones  are  of  Indian  or  even  of  Asiatic  origin.'

Besides   this,   there   are   reports   of   two   more   strandings,   one   by
S.   H.   Prater   (1914),   and   the   other   by   V.   K.   Chari   (1950).   Both   were
identified  as  B.  indica  (  =  B.  musculus)  but  seem  nearer  to  B.  physalus  (see
C.   A.   Gibson-Hill   1950   and   J.   C.   Daniel   1963).   In   the   absence   of
information  as  to  the  number  and  the  extent   of   the  pleats,   their   identity
cannot   be   satisfactorily   established.
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Ellerman,   J.   R.,   &   Morrison-Scott,

9.     THE   GREAT   CRESTED   GREBE   [PODICEPS   CRISTATUS
(LINNAEUS)]   IN   KUTCH

{}Vith   two   text-figures)

Since   the   days   of   F.   Stoliczka   and   A.   O.   Hume   in   the   19th   century
some   of   the   birds   listed   by   them   from   Kutch   have   not   been   seen   or
recorded   by   any   one.   The   credit   for   the   discovery   of   one   such   bird
goes   to   His   Highness   the   Maharao   Saheb   of   Kutch,   my   brother,   who
informed   me   on   23   May   that   he   had   seen   six   birds   on   the   Rudramata
Dam  (9   miles   from  Bhuj)   which  he  thought   he  had  never   seen  in   Kutch.
Keen   sportsman   and   experienced   observer   that   he   is,   his   apt   and   exact
description   of   the   plumage   of   the   birds,   their   behaviour,   and   so   on   hel-

ped  me  to   identify   them  at   once   as   Great   Crested   Grebes   [Podiceps
cristatus   (Linnaeus)].   When   I   went   to   Rudramata   Dam   that   evening
I   failed   to   see   them.   However,   on   May   27   I   went   again   with   my
brother  and  had  the  luck  to  see  the  six  birds,  and  so  any  doubt  I  had  in
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my   mind   about   their   identity   was   dispelled.   I   failed   to   collect   a   speci-
men for  the  Society,  as  the  grebes  kept  on  swimming  and  diving  out  of

range  of  my  gun.

Winter

Dharmakumarsinhji   (birds   of   saurashtra,   p.   4)   says   that   Bulkley
records  a   pair   having  bred  at   Kharaghoda  in  August,   but   it   is   not   men-

tioned in  which  year  the  pair  was  observed  breeding.  Although  this  is
by   no   means   an   unusual   occurrence   in   Kutch   as   this   bird   is   said   to
visit   Sind   (West   Pakistan)   as   well,   it   can   very   well   be   put   among   the
rare   visitors.   Stuart   Baker   (fauna   of   British   india   6   :   479)   also
mentioned   a   breeding   record   in   Karachi.   So   T   shall   not   be   surprised   if
the  Great  Crested  Grebe  breeds  in  Kutch  too  once  in  a  while.
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